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Clark Kuney Scores Hit ITrick(e)y Scene In Masque Play
As Grandpa Vanderhof
In Last Play of Year
Hopkins, Trickey
Are Also
Good
RISMAN AT BEST
Play Gets Many Laughs
Although Plot
Is Familiar
By Walter R. Whitney
Assistant Professor of English
Clark Kuney made his adieu
to Masque audiences in an ex-
cellent performance of Grandpa
Vanderhof in "You Can't Take
It With You," which opened
on Wednesday evening for a
four-night run in the Little
Theatre. Old men are risky
critters on the stage, for they
often depend for their effective-
ness upon quavering voices and
a general air of advanced physi-
cal and mental decay. Kuney's
interpretation of the patriarch
of the crazy Vanderhof clan was
far more subtle and convincing.
He talked like an old man, he
walked like and old man, and he
looked like an old man, even to
the seat of his drooping pants.
For that matter, all of the major
parts were well cast. Emily Hopkins,
as the rattle-brained Penny Syca-
more, who took up playwriting when
a typewriter was delivered to the
house by mistake, was tops. So, too,
was Ruth Trickey as Essie, the daugh-
ter, whose talents ran to ballet danc-
ing and the making of fudge. Bar-
bara Ashworth made a good thing of
the bit part of the drunken actress, and
so did Calista Buzzell as the expatri-
ated Russian ountess. In the secondary
roles of colored maid, conventional-
minded daughter, and repressed bank-
er's wife, Eleanor Cousins, Julia War-
ren, and Eva Chase did as well as
might be expected, although they were
handicapped by the necessity of ap-
pearing sane in a world in which the
cheerful idiots have all the fun.
I liked George Risman as the ex-
plosive Russian ballet master, for he
seemed much more happily suited to
the part than he was, a month ago, as
Menelaus. a character who hasn't
been wholly plausible since Homer
first introduced him. On the other
hand, Neil Sawyer has had a happier
time in the past (we still remember
the muddled sardine salesman in
Drinkwater's "Bird in Hand") as an
eccentric than he has as the xylo-
phone-playing Ed who, if I am not
(Cominued on Page Four)
Carnegie Gift
Is Received
$6500 Given For Future
Study & Advancement
Of Music Dept.
A gift of $6500 has just been re-
ceived by the University of Maine from
the Carnegie Corporation of New
York, President Arthur A. Hauck an-
nounced today. This grant was given
for the purpose of further developing
the music program of the University.
Three years ago the Carnegie Cor-
poration presented the University with
a College Music Set which included an
electric phonograph, records of the
world's masterpieces, and many vol-
umes on music. This music study ma-
terial has been helpful in developing
greater interest in the appreciation and
study of music on the campus.
The recent gift makes possible the
development of plans for the further
advancement of the University's music
program, particularly with reference to
instruction offered by members of the
faculty of the Northern Conservatory
of Music. The Conservatory and the
University became affiliated in the fall
of 1936 in order to provide greater op-
portunities to University students for
applied music study.
Symphony, Chorus
Give Concert
The Bangor Symphony Orchestra,
under the direction of Prof. Adelbert
W. Sprague, gave its annual concert
in Memorial Gym last Friday morn-
ing. The University chorus sang with
the orchestra the original choral ver-
sion of Strauss' waltz, "On the Beau-
tiful Blue Danube."
The complete program follows:
Hakorsen Entry March of the
Boyards
Brahms  Hungarian Dances
No, I Allegro
No. 3 Allegretto
No 2. Allegro non assai
No. 7 Allegretto vivace
No. 5 Allegro
No. 6 Vivace
Thomas Overture to the Opera
"Mignon"
MacDonell From the "Woodland
Sketches"
At an Old Trysting Place
To a Wild Rose
Sibelius Tone Poem. "Finlandia"
Johann Strauss Waltz, "On the
Beautiful Blue Danube"
The Original Choral Version by the
University Chorus
Profs Urge Immediate Action
For U.S. In Peace Assembly
That the United States should take
immediate preventative treasures to
remain at peace was the concurring
opinion of the six faculty members
who participated in a panel discussion
in observance of Peace Day last Fri-
day afternoon in the Little Theatre.
"Although there is no absolute guar-
antee against war," said Col. Robert
K. Alcott, professor of military sci-
ence, "a reasonably sized army, navy,
and air force can keep us out. A state
of weakness invites war, as history
has repeatedly shown. In the World
War the Germans banked on our in-
adequate military strength to wage
their unrestricted submarine warfare
in an attempt to starve England out,"
he said.
"It is too late for the economist to
keep the United States out of a Euro-
pean war," declared Prof. Reginald
Hobbah, instructor in economics. "The
advice of the economist has been dis-
regarded for so long now that the
cure would be bitter medicine for
many. This cure would mean the
removal of the economic barriers we
have raised during our history, es-
pecially in the 1920's," he continued
"Our only hope lies in reciprocal trade
treaties to promote exchange and co-
operation. Only when the psycho-
logical and psychopathic barriers of
discrimination have been removed can
we think about world peace," he con-
"Since I am convinced that there
will be war soon anyway, I think the
United States' best hope for peace
is to immediately align its economic,
military, and psychological resources
with the democracies," declared Dr.
Edward N. Brush, of the psychology
department. "If we can call Hitler's
bluff by power politics and meet his
propaganda with counter-propagan-
da, Turkey, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, and
Hungary, motivated by fear, would
join the stronger side, the side which
could win without war," he said.
"The lack of opportunities and lower
,standards of living in these countries
make them fertile ground for counter-
George Risman, Ruth Trickey, and Calista Buzzell in one of the brillian
scenes of "You Can't Take It With You"
County Fair Festivities For
Maine Day Following Work
The fifth annual Maine Day pro-
gram, to be held in the form of a Coun-
ty Fair, will be opened by the presen-
tation of the mayoralty candidates at a
mass assembly in Memorial Gymnasi-
um Monday evening, May 1, it was
announced today. The candidates have
already been chosen but will not be
made known until Monday evening
when they will present their platforms.
Between classes on Tuesday they will
give campaign speeches, and the final
voting will take place Tuesday night in
Memorial Gymnasium.
A varied program has been drawn up
for Maine Day, initiated to take the
place of the former Freshman-Sopho-
more fight. The morning will be de-
voted to working at various projects
on campus. Work will commence at
8:30 in the morning and will stop at
11:00. Only those who work in the
morning will receive tickets for the
evening program.
The afternoon program will be in
the form of a county fair and will fea-
ture a hog-calling contest. Starting at
1:15 with a parade which will form
at the lower end of the campus, the stu-
dents will return to the football field
for the events. These will include, be-
sides the main feature, the "Stranger
than Fiction" events and relays for both
men and women students. At 3:30 the
Freshman baseball team will meet Hig-
gins.
The festivties will wind up Wednes-
day evening with an entertainment, in
which both the students and the facul-
ty will participate, in Memorial Gym-
nasium. The students' program will
include: the University trio. Beth,
Skip, and Ruth; trumpet solo by Paul
Phelan; dramatic reading by Edna
Adams; song by Edward Marsh; and
reading by John "Smokey" Jordan.
Ted and Shag will present the Lindy-
hopper's Extra Special, and a tap-
dancing chorus will be made up of Hil-
da Rowe, Esther Drummond, Lucille
Fogg, Marion Fitzgerald, Anita Mill-
er, Helene Franck, Isabelle Crosby,
Elizabeth Gammons, Madeline Smart.
and Leon J. Breton. The music will
be furnished by the Rhythm Boys.
Alan Good and Fred Patterson will
be announcers.
Following the students' entertain-
ment, a skit will be presented by mem-
bers of the faculty. A dance will con-
clude the evening's program.
Thomas Barker is general chairman
of Maine Day, and other committee
heads are: James FitzPatrick, morning
committee; Harold Gerrish, afternoon
committee; and Elizabeth Kruse, eve-
ning committee.
Ellis Elected Head New Courses Given
Of Debating Club In Language Dept.
George Ellis was elected president of A course in Latin American History
the Debating Society at a meeting last and institutions will be given next year
Wednesday. Other officers are Stephen by Prof. Roy M. Peterson, head of the
department ofedRotmance II..anguages, it
Bacigalupo, vice president; Gertrude
was announc
Tondreau, secretary; Brooks Brown, semester course and twohoturissofacrt dew -
men's manager; Alma Fifield, women's
manager; and Francis Andrews, pub-
licity director.
Awards were also made for service.
Erwin Cooper was the only member to
receive a diamond for four years of de-
bating. Rubies for a second year's
work were awarded to Brooks Brown,
Stephen Bacigalupo, Marjorie Moul-
it will be given.
The purpose of the course is to gain
an understanding of present day con-
ditions below the Rio Grande with
special attention to Mexico, the Ar-
gentine Republic. and Brazil. Success-
ful completion of a basic history course
in European or Amercian history is a
prerequisite.
Because of numerous requests. in-
ton, Alma Fifield, William Clifford, struetion in Italian will be resumed in
George Ellis, Neal Walker, and Joseph the fall with a course for beginners.
Glasser. To meet the special needs of students
Those receiving a key and a pearl of French-Canadian origin, a special
class in French for this group has beenfor participating in their first three de-
scheduled. It is called Fr. and isbates were Elton Carter, Francis An. 
to promote accuracy in thedrews, Sidney Alpert, Edward Oppen-
use of the language.helm, Gertrude Tondreau, Eleaniir
Crocket, Lucille Maddocks, and Paul
Morin. No debaters were eligible for Comprehensive Exams
propaganda," the third year emerald.
"Militant collective security is our " .
only way to peace; appeasement has Richmond to Speak
failed," said Prof. Everett J. Bum,
instructor in the department of eco-
nomics. Citing the downfall of labor
in Austria which simplified her seizure
in 1938, he identified Nazi encroach-
ment as oppression of labor. "La-
bor cannot serve itself by bowing
down; it has always had to fight for
:its rights," he stated.
"Our isolation can be made a strong
determining factor in freeing the
world from fascism and providing
for a democratic world order," de-
clared Dr. Ilerbert L. Lamson, pro-
fessor of sociology
(Continued on Pact Four)
At Junior Assembly
C. Winfield B i tint, nil, d the North-
ern Conservatory of Music in Bangor,
will be the guest speaker at the special
Junior Assembly, a feature of junior
Day, to he held at the Memorial Gym-
nasium Friday morning at eleven
o'clock.
Invocation will be said by John Iter-
ry, chaplain, and the salutatory will
be given by Kenneth Burr,
The Juniors in charge of the assem-
bly are Kenneth Burr, chairman, Eliz-
abeth libbey, Margaret Hauck, Ed-
ward Cook, and Wallace Beardsell.
Taken By S•niors
Senior oral comprehensives are be-
ing held this week in the College of
Arts and Sciences under the super-
vision of department heads. These
examinations, of one hour each, are
in the departments of Romance Lan-
guages, English, History and Gov-
ernment. I's) etiology, Zoology, Eco-
nomics and Sociology, and Physics.
Honor students who are ready may
take their honors examination at the
same time.
In the Home Economics department
senior comprehensives will be held
the last part of next week as arranged
by the sequence leaders in foods and
nutrition, child development, clothing,
and home economics education.
Newly Elected Senior Skulls
To Be Tapped After Junior
Week Assembly Fri. Morn.
AMW to Hold
Banquet May 9
New All-Maine Women
To Be Tapped At
Annual Affair
The All-Maine Women will hold
their annual banquet, at which the new
members will be tapped, at the Bangor
House, Tuesday, May 9, at six o'clock.
Introducing a new policy, they are
choosing the members from the two
upper classes only. This feature is in
accordance with the practice of the
Senior Skulls and the Mortar Board.
Members are chosen for excellence in
the following characteristics: dignity,
honor, willingness to accept responsi-
bility, character, and creditable schol-
arship.
Miss Marion Martin '35, assistant
chairman of the National Republican
Committee, will be guest speaker of
the evening. Also on the program will
be Dean Edith G. Wilson, and speakers
from the Women's Athletic Association
Council, Women's Student Govern-
ment Association Council, Sophomore
Eagles, and Y.W.C.A. Edna Louise
Harrison will act as toastmistress.
Among those present will be two
members from each of the organiza-
tions on campus in which women par-
ticipate. These representatives are
girls considered by the organization to
be outstanding in all respects and to
have contributed the most to their re-
spective organizations.
The present All-Maine Women are:
Edna Louise Harrison '39, president;
Laura Chute '39, secretary; Madge
Stacy '39, treasurer; Ruth Pagan '39;
Margaret Hoxie '39; Virginia Ma-
guire '39; Ferne Lunt '39; and Alice
Ann Donovan '40.
Announce Winners
In Speech Contest
The winners of the Secondary School
Speaking Contest as determined at the
finals held last Friday evening were
Priscilla Hopkins, Waterville High
School, humorous reading, "Carrie Be-
comes an Actress"; Patricia de Weser,
Farmington High, serious reading.
"Camille"; Vincent McKusick, Guil-
ford High, extemporaneous reading,
"An Ideal Candidate for the Presi-
dency"; Kenneth McLeod, Brewer
high, declamation, "The Monster in
the Public Square"; Phyllis York,
Farmington High. original oratory,
"Must America Fight Another War?"
Prof. Ruth Crosby, Delwin B. Du-
senbury, and Joseph \V. Miller judged
the finals in extemporaneous, declama-
tion and original oratory, held in South
Stevens. Prof. William F. Scamman,
Cecil J. Reynolds, and Mrs. Delwin
Dusenbury judged the finals in serious
and humorous readings, held in the
Little Theatre.
The contestants in each class were
divided into sections, the winner in each
section qualifying for the final compe-
tition. Members of the student body
of the University acted as section
chairmen, judge,. and timekeepers.
Over two hundred students, represent-
ing sixty-five high sclu.ds and acad-
emies, participated in the contest.
Plans Being Drawn
For Commencement
Plans for the sixty-eighth annual
commencement at the University of
Maine are already underway according
to an announcement by Professor Har-
ry D. Watson, '18, chairman of the
commencement committee.
The dates for this event as deter-
mined by the University calendar are
June 9-12.
The commencement committee ap-
pointed jointly by President Arthur
A. Hauck and Fred D. Knight, presi-
dent of the General Alumni Associa-
tion, is composed of George T. Car-
lisle, '09, Mrs. Mary Robinson Mc-
Clure, 29, of Bangor; A. K. Gardner,
'10, Wm. E. Schrumpf, '12, Howe Hall,
'II, Fred Lamoreau, '30, and Maynard
/Hocks, all of Orono; Mrs. Mabel
Lancaster Stewart, '31, of Old Town;
liana Drew, '39, Patten, and Mildred
Walton, '39, of Lisbon.
Junior Prom
Held Tonight
Isham Jones and Band
Will Provide Music
At Annual Dance
Green and yellow decorations will be
a feature of the Junior Prom to be held
tomorrow night, under the direction of
the Junior Prom Committee, William
Treat, chairman, Leon Breton, Marion
Fitzgerald, Malcolm Loring, and Eliz-
abeth Kruse.
Isham Jones and his orchestra will
play for the dance, to be held in the
Memorial Gymnasium. He has played
in dance spots all over the nation and
on commercial radio programs, and is
rated as one of the ten finest composers
of popular music in America.
Dance programs will have a sketch
of the athletic figures on the doors of
the Memorial Gymnasium.
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald V. Hobbah
and Mr. and Mrs. Harold R. White
will be chaperons.
Hsueh Of China
To Speak Sunday
In close touch with the political as
well as the religious situation in China
today, Donald T. M. Hsueh, principal
of Foochow College, Foochow, China,
will speak at the University Vespers,
April 30. Mr. Hsueh has been grant-
ed a leave of absence for a year.
Hsueh was one of the first of the
Foochow Mission group to go to
North China to study. After gradu-
ating from Yenching University at
Peiping with honors, he became a fac-
ulty member of Foochow Christian
College.
After a trip to America, during
which he received his MA. degree at
the University of Washington and
studied at Columbia University, he
returned to China in 1928 as principal
of Foochow College. He brought that
institution up to modern educational
standards and increased the total en-
rollment from less than 100, when the
school reopened in 1928, to over 800
Mr. Hsueh has been chairman of
the Executive Committee of Mid-
Fukian Synod of the Church of Christ
in China.
Pick 10 Juniors
To Serve As
1940 Skulls
HIGHEST HONOR
"Campus" Editor Is
Only Non Athlete
To Be Elected
Ten members of the junior
class are to be taped into the
Senior Skull society, the highest
non-scholastic honorary organ-
ization at the University, fol-
lowing Junior Week assembly
Friday morning. The recently
elected Skulls are William Bow-
er, Kenneth Burr, Edward Cook,
Philip Curtis, Richard Dyer,
Harold Gerrish, Stanley John-
son, Malcolm Roberts, Donald
Smith, and William Treat.
The purpose of the Senior Skull so-
ciety is to promote University interests,
to preserve old customs and traditions,
and to aid in the promotion of class
relationships. Character, popularity,
scholarship, and participation in cam-
pus activities are the bases upon which
they are chosen.
William Bower is majoring in me-
chanical engineering, is a member of the
Pale Blue Key, and has participated in
winter sports and track. He is a Dean's
List student and a member of Delta Tau
Delta social fraternity.
Kenneth Burr's major is in horticul-
ture. He is president of the M.C.A.
cabinet, a member of the Pale Blue
Key, and played center on the varsity
football team. Burr is chairman of
Junior Week commtitee and is a mem-
ber of Phi Eta Kappa social fraternity.
He served as president of his freshman
dass.
Edward Cook is majoring in animal
husbandry and has received a Hood
scholarhip. He was a Sophomore
Owl and is a member of the Aggie
club, treasurer of the Pale Blue Key,
and a member of Junior Week commit-
tee. He has played on the varsity foot-
ball team and is a member of Alpha
Tau Omega social fraternity.
Philip Curtis is majoring in agricul-
tural economics and is a member of the
(Continued on Page Four)
Betty Co-ed Hunts For Job,
Gets Man Instead--It's Spring
Spring is here, and Betty Co-ed, all
dolled up in her new spring outfit, con-
siting of a double thick fur coat and
snow boots, strolls out to hunt for a
job. She has been told job-hunting is
hard, but she isn't so sure about that.
She's pretty lucky; once she fell down
a pit and found a stick of pure genuine
Cashmere Bouquet lipstick at the bot-
tom.
Betty would never think of going
job-hunting without her wad of Spear-
mint chewing-gum, sweet, healthful,
refreshing. She looked chewing-gum
up in Emily Post once, but Emily didn't
seme to prefer any special kind, so
Betty chews Spearmint or whatever
other kind her risinimate has at hand.
Betty decides to try a department
store first. She always did want to
sell things. Once she'd bought three
cakes of smelly soap at a five and ten
cent store, and she'd always admired
the girl who could sell her such stuff.
Betty enters the store with quick step.
She always hurried going through
doors, because other people got con-
fused if she filled them up too long.
She asked the first salesgirl where the
manager was, but the salesgirl didn't
know who she wanted, so she asked the
elevator man. The elevator man said
he wasn't sure, but he'd heard the man-
ager had an office up on fourth floor.
So after Betty had ridden up and down
in the elevator a few times (she'd met
the elevator man once on a Hayseed
Party) she got out on the fourth floor.
Betty pulled up her stockings before
she went into the office. She'd never
think of going to Ionic for a job with
wrinkled anklets. She opened the door
and stumbled over the threshold. She
always did that. It was nothing she
could prevent. It was a physiological
defect because her foot touched on both
sides of the threshold at once and she
never knew which part to move first.
That's why she wore white shoes. She
knew it would take two good-sized feet
to get one shoe dirty.
The manager was a big man. He
asked Betty to sit down and her name.
Betty said it was Beth and that she'd
come to look for a job. Ile asked her
what she could do. She wasn't sure
about that and tugged at her mittens
embarrassedly. He said he really
didn't need a sales clerk anyway.
Then Betty turned on her personal-
ity (we forgot to say Betty Co-ed
would never think of going job-hunting
without her personality—special in 10*
sizes in Woolworth's). She smiled and
the lipstick she found in the well looked
it, and her teeth, which she had in-
spected twice a year by the dentist and
brushed every day with !palm, looked
white as an African cannibal's who had
seen a ghost. But the manager wasn't
moved, and Betty got up to go. She
made the door in one step and had just
determined to ride up and down some
more on the elevator, when the man-
ager shouted to her, "Hey. don't you
want me to take you home? I live in
Old Town."
Betty said sure.
She could hardly wait to get back
to the dormitory to tell her roommate
all about it. tier roommate would he
green-eyed (she was perpetually). Bet-
ty hadn't got the job, but—it was
spring, and %NI cared about jobs in
the spring, anyway?
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Library or Social Center?
The growing need for a recreation building, or some kind of
a social center on campus, is coming to be more keenly felt, es-
pecially by those who find it necessary to study in the library.
Complaints, although not voiced openly, are to be heard from
those who, we feel, are justifiably by various small groups which
congregate in the reeading rooms and in the stacks usually (lur-
ing the evenings for no ostensible purpose other than gossiping.
We are under the impression that all of the non-recognized
campus societies, with the exception of the Thursday Night Club,
hold their "irregular" meetings in the library.
But, seriously speaking, there is a problem in regard to
improving study conditions in the library. It is not so much a
question of stricter discipline on the part of the library attendants,
whom we do not intend to criticize in this editorial, as it is a
question in ethics on the part of the students. To study in the
library is a right, not a privilege, of those who do have to work
there. Therefore this right should not be infringed upon by
those who come to the library only to gossip or to find expression
for their overdeveloped egos.
There are solutions to the problem. First, we believe that
the creation of a social center on the campus, such as many col-
leges and universities possess, would relieve some of the pressure.
People who ordinarily have nothing else to do should patronize
this rendezvous instead of the library and other places for study-
ing. Secon(lly, steps might be taken to instill into the offenders
sonic feeling of obligation to, and consideration for, others who
are less bright than themselves and have to work for what they
get.
Stricter supervision of studying in the library is not a cure.
The source of the problem lies deeper than that. College stu-
dents should have the responsibility of maintaining their own
study conditions and should co-operate in maintaining those of
others. Therefore, we believe that library attendants should
exercise only a minimum of discipline in keeping the reading
rooms quiet.
C. A. P.
CORRESPONDENCE Scavenger Hunt Of
(the carreapendosce colonels of Tie Cam-
pas ire op.c to the public sot pertisent
stibiocts. sad letters are welcemost. All
letters should be signed with tbe anther's
real name, bat • pea name will be mood is
publicans's of the letter if desired. Tho
dna started la these (ninon, are set
•ocessartly these et Tim Campus Lad sheath
set be me considered. Tbe editor reserves
the right to withhold any letter or • pert '
et 557 letter.)
To the Editor of the Campuz:
Recently, in Colvin Hall at the an-
nual formal dinner, the Westbrook Ju-
nior College Field Song was rendered
by a group of Aroostook Amazons in
a most lepreciatory manner. May we
in retaliation offer this to our brawny
colleagues along the Canadian border?
Mi'estbriaik girls are ladies.
You'll admit that soon enough,
And though our brawn is
questii 'nett—
Still we're never known as tough!
We leave that to our sisters
From the northern part of Maine,
Let them pros ide the must It,
We'll supply ilse brain!
And thoug we're not the toughest
toughs
Surely that's no sin -
For Westbrook women 011 a ride
Sigma Chi Friday
Sigma Chi held a scavenger hunt
last Friday evening. Dr. arid Mrs. J.
H. Huddilston and Mrs. Blanche Rob-
erts, house mother, were the chaperons.
Those present were: Robert Mer-
rill, Ernestine Carver; Leon W. Ko-
necki, Dorothy Davis; J. Burleigh
Crane, Dorothy Warren; Russell
Belknap, E. Lucille Bell; Russell
Leafe, Louise Ohnesorge; Donald Grif-
fee, Mary-Louise White; Gerald
Schmidt, Virginia May; Richard S.
Piper. Marylouise Piper; Robert
Small, Frances Rhoda; Henry Pior-
kowski, Josephine Campbell; Robert
MacDonald, Emily Blake; Eduard
Weed, Jr., Nellie I.ewis; Clarence
Genge, Gloria Sliniutti; Jack Reitz,
Frances Bickford. and Lawrence
Emery, Edna Louise Harrison.
A student musical comedy will be
poriluced at Yale this year for the
first time since 1894. (A C.P.)
Can take it, on the chin!
—A. I. W., T. I., M. 11.,A. H.,
M. B., G. W., A. A.
• A 6. 416.41.41k
44 Foreign 
 
Affairs
By Myer Alpert
Europe is again playing that deadly
game whose only end can be war. The
nations of Europe, as one cartoonist
expressed it, are choosing and rechoos-
ing sides, and day by day the newspa-
pers are telling the story of the maneu-
an other cam- vers of the great powers in their
attempts to "encircle" one another.
Talk is now heard of a renewal of the
old "Triple Entente" of pre-war vin-
tage as a front opposing the dictators;
and the alliances, the guarantees, the
fleet maneuvers, the mobilization of
troops, and the whitewashing of Russia
l as one of the "democracies," all re-
semble the frenzied days of 1913-14.
1 Yet, however exciting our daily news-
papers may be, these events are mean-
ingless to us unless we try to fit them
into their proper places as the compo-
nent parts of a European scene. This
latter task is the one which is most
necessary to the complete understand-
ing of the news, and it is also the one
that so few of us are fitted to do.
Looking back at the events of 1913-
14, we can easily arrange them into
an orderly and intelligible sequence,
and, through the perspective of time,
we can interpret them into meaningful
patterns. As we examine contempo-
rary affairs, on the other hand, we
"cannot see the woods for the trees,"
and the best we can do is to try to
use our knowledge of current event(
combined with a study of past experi-
ence. This sort of interpretation
means that we shall be using our own
philosophy, our own ideas, hopes and
prejudices in deciding is hat these cur-
rent events mean to us.
Many observers believe that already
the confused and turbulent course of
affairs in Europe have taken a definite
frame. Comparisons between present-
day and pre-war news are increas-
ingly and more acutely being made.
Many writers feel, and with good rea-
son, that what is going on is merely
the old game of power politics, a game
that will never caese until a new order
of international intercourse is institu-
ted (a United States of Europe or a
true League of Nations). It is the
iild game, they say. between the haves
and have-nots ; with the "haves" cry-
ing "thief" and "murderer" at nations
which are merely imitating their old
tactics. They point to the iniquities
of the Versailles Treaty, and ask if
the treaty ending the next war will
' solve as few problems and create as
many new ones as this did. Because
these problems of nations and states
and borders are so complex and so full
of uncertainties, and seem so unsolv-
able, we are urged to stay out of
! European boundary squabbles.
Those who hold these views speak
with only too much insight and sin-
cerity; yet it seems to roe that there
I are many other factors of weight in-
volved. Does not the extinguishment
in init. F:uropean country after another
of human values and ideals dear to
American social and political tradition
affect these traditions? Does not the
destruction of personal liberties, of
freedom of the press, assembly, and
religion, and of independence of
thought react on the liberal spirit of
this country? W'hat effect has the
destruction of Czechoslovakia had on
our feelings and sensibilities? But
there are more than these intangible
moral factors involved; economically
and politically Europe and America
act and react. The German barter
program strikes at or attempts to re-
vive world trade, and also at the Amer-
ican traditions of freedom of trade on
free seas, traditions going back for
over PM years. Diplomatically also,
ue cannot withdraw from Europe. If
we were to declare an immediate ces-
sation of intercourse. social and eco-
nomic, with Europe, imagine the re-
sults on the policies of the various
European nations. If we were to an-
nounce our determination to accept a
measure of resignisibility for world af-
fairs, the consequences would be equal-
- ly unusual and varied. Anierican fleet
maneuvers and changes in American
public opinion during recent weeks
were followed by shifts in the policies
of European nations. These factors
are but a few if the enormous number
inviilved in our role as a nation in the
community of nations, and we must
weigh them all in deciding our future
course.
During the past week, we have been
watching the reverberations in Europe
of an announcement by the President of
the United States offering, as we have
traditionally done, our good offices in
the settlement of outstanding European
problems. Foreign news has been most-
ly a story of reactions to this offer, of
realignments or shifts in policies, of a
quiet waiting for Hitler's answer on
April 28. The outlines of this answer
I stein apparent at the time of this writ-
ing. However, until Hitler's answer is
I forthcoming, the complete story of the
Roosevelt offer cannot be told.
Patronlie Our Advertisers
sertion, he admits that such a bond is
a tenuous one, often confused with
other aims, often warped by the un-
scrupuluu to yield financial profit.
Its very pulse-beat lies in our na-
tionally significant scheme of educa-
tion which he lalrels as "truthfully
without parallel" in its inclusiveness
and idealistic character. The educated,
many of whom have risen and are still
rising, want as much freedom as possi-
ble. They wonder why they are not
having more of the better things they
have learned about.
To this impatient questioning, the
response, author Brown declares with
emphatic convictoin, is that high-pres-
sure industry is the greatest obstacle
to the extension of democracy. Its
spirit is definitely monarchial, merci-
less, haughty; it dictates arbitrarily to
men, chalking out their very lives. It
regards them as only so many energy
units which can be replaced.
Another boil its our infected system,
he says, is the autocratic executive.
lie is the man who has attained his
power through sheer persistence plus
good luck and then attempts to apply
his philosophy to the complexities of
other people's existence. He relies on
his power since he does not want to
think.
Brown scores the radio and, particu-
larly the press, for not doing its job
of interpretating to the people their
own actions. The press, he scolds, is
content to dwell upon glamorus possi-
bilities.
While the substance of his convic-
tions is expounded in the last chapter,
its full insport can be appreciated only
after viewing his narrated close-ups
of America's cities, towns, and vil-
lages. His artistry, his appreciation
By Marguerite Bannigau
What kind of an America do you
live in? If you are not consciously,
vitally aware of the fundamental di-
versitie and conflicts existant within
our nation, read Rollo Walter Brown's
/ Travel by Train.
In it he reproduces with telling vi-
vidness the panoramic view of these
United States as he has seen them
CAMPUS CHATTER
By Mimi
Believing in working one's way
through college (not selling maga-
zines) one of the juniors got a job
working Saturdays in a Bangor shoe
store. His very first customer was a
beautiful girl with positively beautiful
legs. lie started putting the left shoe
on the left foot which was O.K.. except
that he was so nervous and excited that
somehow' or other the shoe and the foot
just wouldn't get together. Flustered, he
went somewhere to get a shoe-horn
and the handsome lady crossed her
while traveling to nearly every section, legs. O frur iend returned with his
fulfilling lecture engagements. It is shoe-horn and now attempted to stab
not, as the title suggests, a character the left shoe onto the right foot—not
study of people he saw on trains, but realizing  1 the change that had taken
rather a study of the people he saw place in his absence. Finally she
vrhin, he got off the train. It treats
chielly of their economic, sociological,
and educational problems.
As the drama of American life un-
folds before long-distance-traveler
Brown, he marvels again and again at
the continued existence of a nation
combining such vast geographical, eco-
nomic, racial, religious, and political
differences. What holds it together,
he asks.
He answers himself. The people
are bound together by a most potent
tie—the dream of an extension of self-
feeling into the world, brought about
screamed in pain and he looked up, and
gasped, "My gosh, you've double
crossed me."
Spring might be here, and junior
prom and Isham Jones and hearts and
flowers and all that—but it's still cold.
We wonder why the bookstore has so
soon adopted the "open door" policy.
Are they trying to freeze us out, or are
they trying to make us buy more
coffee?
"You Can't Take It With You" was
positively wonderful. We laughed to
hard and so long that we not only
limped out of the theatre, but we
y education in a liberal democracy. couldn't get our mouth closed Some
To those who would scuff at this as- i one was cruel enough to ask if we had
adenoids!
We're omitting our "Crack Around
Campus" this week because Walter
Winchell's are getting bad, and we've
exhausted Joe Miller's juke book. In-
stead, we include this interesting
little treatise on a kiss which we came
across the other day (not in anyone
else's column, either) :
"A kiss is a pronoun because she
stands for it ;
It is masculine and feminine gender
mixed; therefore common,
It is a conjunction, because it
connects;
It is plural because it calls for
another;
It is an interjection, at least it sounds
like one;
It is singular because there is noth-
ing like it ;
It is usually in opposition with a
caress; at any rate it is sure
to follow;
It is a preposition because it governs
an objective case (Ed. Note.
I4'e don't get thisI
However, it is not an adverb because
it cannot be compared, but it
is a phrase to express feeling.
of the meaning of the varied sections
whose patterns he describes is shown
in the symbolic chapter headings, such
as "Smoke," "Hunger," "Heat," and
"Ferment."
Through his intimate, open-minded
contact with all classes of its people,
the author has captured the throbbing
complexity of the contemporary Amer-
ican drama. (And for readers whose
time is limited, may I remark that the
317 pages may be read in a relatively
short time.)
Be sure to take along some
NEW ARROW SHIRTS!
Fnd the Summer is a blaze of gloryl
You'll look your best Labor Day Week-end ... and
eves) other week-end of the 19q8 season by so.
ling yourself some Arrow Shirts!
Take your pick of our Arrow whites and fancies,
designed and made by America's No. I Men's Stylist
in the manner that has made Arrow famous fee 77
years. Sanforieed•Shrunk. $2 and up.
VIRGIE'S
ORONO
ii
I
'— .--'STRANGE INTERLUDES ,-------,
By University Snoops
Hello, you fans things look ominously quiet or else they're so
dynamic we don't dare print them—well, well lay it to the reticence of
spring, but when spring comes to slay, we'll expect a full burst of new
blooms, in courtship complus to MARY KENNEDY and CHARLIE SHER-
MAN and AIVAH PIERSON and ERWIN HEALD the freshmen
have been complaining about not getting a break in the column (and we
thought people didn't like to see their names in!) They're got plenty of
Casanovas, too PAUL PHELAN seen in Pat's in the wee hours of
the morning with three girls BILL PERRY, plus the scalping, is still
looking for new "matertar in the library MIDGE MESSER still gazes
fondly into the eyes of her soph by all outward appearances HERSHEY
spent a tough evening in Bangor how did you make out un your trip
home, CARL DAVIS!' Haven't you still got a chance, or is she a
goner!' . DICK FIELDING sees strutting around Bangor with a girl;
couldn't bs his sister, could a... Peaches without cream; same's MIMI
without ED freshman BOB FRENCH being given a break by junior
PEG PEASLEE MALCOLM ROBERTS and MURIEL MURPHY
seen together HANK PIORKOWSKI and LOUISE RICE KW sects
together ....I(R)ON MALCOLM goes for the athletic type here, but
not away CAIRN uus managing director of the dateil patrol to Bar
Harbor He isn't a FREEMAN with 10 any more There's a
touching little story about a maiden; her name! FRANNY "RHODE (A)
no MOORE"  BETTY REID and CARLETON MERRILL just found
each other funny how, if you keep looking, you find HMV FRIENDS
among people you see every day . the practice house brings out the pro-
tective instinct, doesn't it, LUCE!' 'Spore you can keep him from cutting
his hair, naughty boy! BOB FORT/ER and BETSY WARREN both
seem interested ups music, and BOB likes art, too it's wonderful what
one feat brother will do for another, why, he'll even keep BETTY LUCE
company see you at junior prom, if Hitler doesn't get us first ..
BOB SHERATON is under North Hall influence NORMIE VER-
RILL and PEPSIE SAVAGE, why were all the boys over in the east end
of Oak Hallf
With our nose to the ground,
For some news the other day,
We couldn't find nuitin' to say.
NORMIE and PEA, RUTHIE and LEE.
BETTY and TIB, MAYNARD and LIB,
DODIE and BOB, FLOSSIE and ROB,
And you know about them, you see.
SWING CORN-ER SWEET
Back in 1934 Paul Whiteman intro— by bands you have never heard of
duced a tune over the air, and pre-
dicted great possibilities for its popu-
larity. Approximately a hundred thou-
sand copies of the number were sold
as a piano solo at the time. Last year
the tune caught the ear of Doris
Rhodes, popular CBS warbler, and
she decided to use is as a theme song,
humming the piece on every broadcast.
She received thouands of complimen-
tary letters conerning the number.
Jack Robbins realized its value as a
pop number, and had Mitchell Parish
write lyrics for it. During the first
six weeks of the song's second appear-
ance on the market, its circulation
doubled the 1934 amount. It is the
best seller today, and every orchestra,
radio, phonograph, and piano is bang-
ing it out. Oh yes, the title is "Deep
Purple."
Often you may hear transcriptions
on sonic of the smaller radio stations
Sometimes they are name bands, who
for commercial reasons, assume a pho
ney front. If you like the music of
"The Rhythmakers" you are probably
an Artie Shaw fan, as that is the name
the king goes under on certain record-
ings. George Gregory is really Glen
Gray, 011ie Norton is Ossie Nelson,
Ross Haywood is Dick Himber, and
I.enny Carson is just Larry Clinton
in disguie. Babs Warren is an alias
for Clinton's canary, Bea Wain.
Most of the name bands deserted
Manhattan this week, leaving only Hal
Kemp, llorace Heirlt, and Johnny
Messner. College (lances and stage
appearances are getting most of the
big boys.
Hot off the press is a TleW book by
Benny Goodman and Irving Kolodin
entitled "The Kingdom id Swing." It
is published by Stackpole Sons, and it
sells for two bucks.
Something new under the sun
You duct have to play gush to ap-
preciate the new .4c.ose sports
shirts, slim and pullovers. Hand-
some and functional in design
Arrow sportswear is tailored for
comfort and simplicity. Color fast,
washable and Sanforized-shrunk
(fabric shrinkage less than 1%)—
guarantees you interminable fit and
complete satisfaction Shirts and
dal is a large range of canple-
mentary and contrasting colors .
Shirts $2 up . . . Slant $3.95 up.
Crew neck knitted pullovers in two-
tone colors at II and $2.
Yours for fun under the sun with
If it bans't AIFOU' lobs&
it ins't ars Arrow.
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Bears Face Springfield
In First Outdoor Meet;
Maine Strong Favorite
Heavy Advantage
In Weights Aids
Pale Blue
By Warren B. Randall
Outdoor track gets under way
this Saturday with the first of
two dual meets that will preface
the State Meet at Lewiston on
May 19. Springfield College
will furnish the opposition on
their own field.
Maine seems to have a very definite
advantage over the Massachusetts
team. Wesleyan handed the Gym-
nasts a bad shellacking last week,
sweeping five events, and scoring all
but eight of a possible seventy-two
points in the running events, and the
Bears should do almost as well.
Hal Dyer and Don Smith will lead
the Pale Blue attack, with each fa-
vored to win two events. Johnson,
Bennett, and Scrota should sweep the
hammer, and there are several other
events in which Maine has a good
chance to take three places. Ken Bou-
chard, Howie Ehrlenbach, Ken Blais-
dell, Bill McCarthy, and Spike Leo-
nard are all probable first place win-
ners.
Springfield failed to score against
Wesleyan in either the 100 or 220
yard dashes, but since Bob Atwood has
been sick Maine's strength in these
events is largely untested. Roger
Stearns, a sophomore, will make his
track debut in the 100, racing with
Lyle Butler and Andy Gavett. The
latter two will team up with Ken Bou-
chard in the 220. Bouchard was a
competent 300 yard dash man indoors
and is a probable winner in the fur-
long. Simmons, who p!aced in both
events last year, should be Spring-
field's leading entry. He did not run
against Wesleyan, however, and he
may not be available this spring.
Ehrlenbach and Bouchard will prob-
ably have the 440 all to themselves,
although Turner is an outside possi-
bility. Entered for Maine is another
newcomer, Phil Curtis.
Don Smith and Ehrlenbach are al-
most certain to finish one-two in the
half, and Hank Hartwell might make
it a clean sweep. There is a possibili-
ty that Ehrlenbach may be scratched
from this event to run the 2.a.), but
this will depend upon the opposition
he faces in the quarter mile run.
The mile will give Smith a chance
at breaking a record, but if Jack De- it eight straight victories over the
quine lives up to expectations he Gymnasts.
ALLAN-LEWIS COMPANY
181 Exchange Street
BANGOR, MAINE
TUXEDO RENTALS FOR FORMAL WEAR
VOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SURREY HITS
BANGOR and ORONO
M & P Theatres
OPERA HOUSE
BANGOR
Fri., & Sat.
George Raft, Ellen Drew
"THE LADY'S FROM
KENTUCKY"
Hugh Herbert, Zaru Pitts
Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs.
Bette Davis—Star of Stars
"DARK VICTORY"
with a great cast headed by
George Brent
Humphrey Bogart
BIJOU
lUtN1.41111
"GRAND ILLUSION"
with
Jean t :Ain, Pierre Fremay
Eric Von Stroheim
acclaimed
Ihe best film of the year from
any country
Sat., Mon., Tues., Wed
The Hardy Family in
'•IHE HARDY'S RIDE
HIGH"
Mickey Room v. I.ewis Stone
Cecilia Parke!, bay Honden
11.0,1N 11,1 Pai
5 ORION•
Thurs., Apr. 27
)'at O'Brien, Joan Blondell in
"OFF THE RECORD"
News—Comedy—Sportlight
Cartoon
TRPPID
Fri. & Sat.. Apr. 28-29
Jeannette McDonald in
"BROADWAY
SERENADE"
with
Lew Psvres lan Hunter
Frank M,,rgan
News
Mn & Tues. May 1-2
Boh Burns in
"I'M FROM MISSOURI"
with
Gladys George, Gene Lockhart
News—Cartoon—Traveltalli
Wed.. May 3
This is the Big Nite
miss Be Here'
showing
12 CROWDED HOURS
with
Richard Dix, Lucille Ball
Comedy—Traveltalk
Cartoon
shouldn't be far behind the Easton Ex-
press. Wiljo Lindell will be Maine's
third entry and might easily make the
race a clean sweep. Springfield failed
to score in this event last week even
though the time was rather slow.
Ken Blaisdell will be in for some
competition in the two mile run, fac-
ing Lysak and Badreau. But if he is
anywhere near condition he should
win without too much trouble. Ralph
Whicher and Dale Butterworth are
also potential Pale Blue scorers.
Springfield is strongest in the field
events. However, Johnson, Bennett,
and Dyer are just about tops in the
weight events, and, as Leonard and
McCarthy are also capable perfor-
mers, the Massachusetts men will
probably be unable to even begin to
make up for their losses in the run-
ning events.
Werner is one of the best broad-
jumpers in New England, although
he was second to a poor first against
Wesleyan. McCarthy, McKenzie,
and Butler will make it hot for him
if he does no better Saturday, but, on
the basis of past performances, the
Springfield jumper should win. He
placed second in the New Englands
last year and should be a potential
record breaker this spring.
McCarthy and Sorenson will make
the high jump a close fight, but the
Rumford senior, now that he no long-
er has to run the hurdles, should re-
gain his old form and win.
The pole vault will, as usual, find
Spike Leonard the favorite. The vet- I
eran senior should win handily, but l
the remaining places will be wide open.
Weaver. Rich, and Dexter will at-
tempt to take them for Maine, but
Scribner did eleven feet and a half
last week and ought to give the trio
plenty of competition.
Hal Dyer will probably dominate
the field in both the shot put and the
discus throw, with Lefty Bennett a
potential second-place man in both
events. Jake Scrota might take third
in either or both, but Thompson, in
the shot, and Landis, in the discus,
will have something to say about that.
This seems to give Maine an over-
whelming advantage, but Springfield,
for some reason or other, almost
always fields a much better squad
against Maine than she does against
Wesleyan. For this reason Maine
may run into a hornet's nest when the I
Pale Blue runners attempt to make 1
By Dave Astor
Two major and one minor sports teams left this week-end to open their
respective athletic calendars. The baseball team opened a four-game trip
Thursday at Northeastern; the track team meets Springfield Saturday; and
the golf team played the first of their matches at Brown Thursday I'm
not alibying already for any of our teams but it would be unfair to measure
their respective trips on the basis of WON and LOST. Not a single one of
our teams was able to have a decent outdoor practice. Ever since spring
vacation the athletic fields have been covered with snow, rain, or mud which
has kept our athletes indoors. Indeed if it had not been our good fortune
to have such a tremendous field house, our teams might not have had any
practices at all. Our coaches have been forced to have an extreme amount
of patience, ingenuity, and science in order to keep up the physical and
mental conditions of their proteges.
One of the most interesting races for the state series baseball champion-
ships is bound to take place this year Bowdoin, Bates, and Colby are
boasting their strongest aggregations in years, while the Pale Blue has been
clinging to the "time will tell" attitude. Bowdoin, the defending champion,
has ten lettermen returning. Among them is the Black Bears' nemesis, Bud
White, pitcher, who pitched Bowdoin to victory over Maine too often last
year. The so-called experts are figuring Bowdoin to repeat again this year,
but only after an uphill fight with Bates, Colby, and Maine.
Despite Bouvioin's supposed invulnerability. Bates defeated them twice
last week in exhibition games. Bates has a crop of veterans and some fresh-
men who are said to give them a combination with plenty of punch and power.
Just how much good, if any, the Garnet benefited from their victories over
the Polar Bears, imly time will tell.
Colby opened their season with a highly publicized southern trip under
their belts. Their wilt was greatly publicized, but the results of six losses
against one victory weren't so highly publicized. Despite this record of a
tingle win against six defeats, the Colby ECHO said, "on the whole
the team looked imprestitv both at bat and in the field." .How a team can
look "impressive" losing six games by marginal scores while winning one
is quite beyond me Just how much good Colby's Southern trip did them,
since they were cooped up for three weeks after returning to their campus,
again only time will tell.
As for Maine, let TIME AND THE BOX SCORES TELL.
• • • • s * • •
The track situation is not at all as complex as the baseball. The Polar Bears
are expected to replace the Black Bears on the track pinnacle, so say the
experts. Cries are heard from Bowdoin that the loss of Huling, Ecklend,
and Marble has weakened them considerably. Yes, they are quite weak
until one considers that Rowe, Allen, Pope, Dolan, and Boulter, among others,
still remain. Colby and Bates are, generally speaking, quite weak, although
each has a couple of individual stars. Bates' year might be next year, for
they are blessed with some freshmen who positively are potential record
breakers.
Although Maine has some of the finest individual stars ever to matricu-
late at the University, it is woefully weak in balance. In the dashes the
Pale Blue is pathetically weak. In fact, Coach Jenkins has asked us to ad-
vertise, Wanted, A Dashinan. Never since Coach Jenkins has been coach-
ing here has the track team been so lacking in the dashes. He claims, and
his reason is quite plausible, that out of over 1000 men students there must
be one or more better than average dashrnen. If the Black Bears hope to
retain the state track title, and it is possible, a daslunan must be found to
break Bowdoin's virtual monoply. We have McCarthy to the high and
broad jump, McKenzie in the hurdles, and Smith and Blaisdell in the dis-
tances, but not a single outstanding dashman. Dyer, Bennett, Johnson, and
Serota give Maine the strongest group of weightmen in New England. 11
a dashman can be found, I predict that Maine will retain the title.
• • • • • • • •
Tennis, although it has been given publicity, has never been given much
attention by the student body. Only a scant few are to be seen wat,hing
the home matches. This seems quite absurd, since the members of the tenni.,
team tell of the crowds on their N. E. trip, especially at Rhode Island, talo
came to see them play.
Doe Small, tennis coach, expects his proteges will have a fairly swirls-
fid teases. Last year at this time prospects looked exceedingly bright. There
were two freshmen, Kent and Brodie, who could beat the number one and
two men of the varsity. Brodie transferred to Florida and Kent left school
to take a civil service position. However, the team has much more balance
than did last year's group.
Sports Stuff 'round Campus—
If Coach Fred Brice is seen walking around with a beaming smile on
his face, it's because Ray Harnish is back on campus to register for next
year. Harnish is expected to solve the coach's "climax runner" problem
TIT spring football candidates have been called out two weeks later than
was hoped. Coach Brice wants to climax the spring training season by
having a game played entirely under game conditions One of the high-
lights of the R. I.-Maine tennis match was the tilt between Coaches Small
I and Knickerbocker (R. I.). The latter followed the example of his under-
studies by defeating our coach. Was it lack of practice, Doc? 'Tis
rumored hereabouts that Maine might send some traclmien to the Na-
tionals EXTRA . . Prof. Coggeshall picks Boston B's to win N. E.
pennant  good material for Ripley's "Believe It or Not."
ORDER YOUR CORSAGES
from
Bangor Nursery Flower Shop
Bob Bramhall, Agent
Bets House
THOUGHTS FOR JUNIOR WEEK
Here are fluttery feminine dresses to
make the junior feel chipper as a lark.
Outrageously flattering formals to
turn you into a romantic beauty.
gre grace Shoppe
Orono, Maine
Club was held Tuesday evening. April
25, in the Art Gallery under the direc-
tion of the president, Gertrude Ton-
dreau.
Plans are in preparation for a picnic
to be held sometime in May at which
 a one-act play will be presented in
 French.
A nominating committee, consisting
of Eleanor Crockett. Malcolm Hardy,
and Mary Upham, has been chosen to
select next year's officers.
The rest of the meeting was devoted
to the guest speaker of the evening.
Professor Huddilston, who gave an in-
teresting talk on Frens Ii art.
CORSAGES FOR THE JUNIOR PROM
750 — $1.00 — $1.50
Corsages consist of Roses, Sweet Peas, Gardenias
Order dire t and you'll be satisfied
G. F. Seavey & Sons, Greenhouses
270 Fourteenth St., Bangor Dial 2-1392
NOTICE
All students wishing to apply
for an NYA job for 1939-1940
are advised to complete applica-
tion forms at the Placement Bu-
reau at the earliest possible mo-
ment.
Selection of NYA jobs for
next year will be made from ap-
plications received before the
close of the school year. All
persons seeking employment
must complete new applications
for the coming year of 1939-
,1940.
qualified as contenders for the cham-
pionship by taking top honors in the
Northern and Southern Leagues, re-
spectively.
Movie "Grand Illusiun"
At Orono Threatre
The moving picture, Grand Illusion,
made in France and voted the best
foreign film of 1938 by movie critics,
Seventeen Men Make New England
Conference Four Game Baseball Trip;
Play Bates and BowdoiniNext Week
Varsity Tennis Men
Win One, Lose Two
By Bill Chandler
The varsity racquet wielders came
back with more than sunburned faces,
having garnered one victory out of
three matches on the New England
trip with a total score of 12 points
against 15 for the opponents. Barely
nosed out on the windy New Hamp-
shire courts 4-5, the Maine team came
back to trounce Connecticut State 6-3,
but lost the final match with Rhode
Island 2-7.
At New Hamphire Jim Cahill easi-
ly defeated the number one man, and
Russ Crockett came through with an-
other singles win. Two of the doubles
teams gained victories to complete the
Maine scoring. Chamberlain was lost
to the team for this match because of
a business engagement in Boston.
Perfect tennis weather prevailed at
the matches in Connecticut. Chamber-
lain, Hamilton, Pierce, and Crockett
all came through with singles victories.
Again two doubles teams scored victo-
ries to clinch the match. Cahill played
brilliantly in number one position but
lost to the Connecticut star, Fishman.
Windy weather again faced Maine
at Rhode Island, where Dick Pierce
smashed out the only singles win, and
only one doubles team came through.
Playing on hard courts at all three
colleges, the team appeared unusually
well balanced, and played well against
the adverse conditions.
Phi Mu Delta Wins
Intramural Title
Scoring two runs in an overtime
inning to pull out of a 13-13 deadlock,
Phi Mu Delta annexed the intramural
indoor baseball championship by de-
feating Phi Eta Kappa, 15 to 13. This
final game in the intramural indoor
baseball tournament was played off in
the Memorial Gymnasium on Thurs-
day evening, April 20.
There was plenty of excitement
througout the entire game with heavy
hitting and excellent fielding on the
parts of both teams. With the score
13 to 13, Phi Mu Delta went to bat in
the first half of the eighth and knocked
in two runs to put them in the lead.
They then clinched the game by hold-
ing Phi Eta Kappa hitless and score-
less for the remainder of the contest.
Graves and Perry pitched for Phi
Mu Delta, with Millet working be-
hind the plate. Batteries for Phi Eta
45 Spring Football
Candidates Report
For the next two weeks, beginning
Monday, April 24, spring football prac-
tice will take place. Forty-five candi-
dates have reported to Coach Brice.
Practice has been handicapped by
the weather which has forced the
workouts to be heeld inside instead of
outside as formerly planned.
The first two days were devoted to
the theory and fundamentals of the
game, diagramming plays, and show-
ing of motion pictures. The remain-
ing time was devoted to trying various
players in different positions in order
to obtain the strongest lineup pos-
sible. Considerable attention also will
be devoted to the J.V.'s and the
Freshmen.
Coach Brice expressed enthusiasm
over the spring practice this year.
saying "The team as a whole should
shape up better than last year's as
there are six regulars this year where-
as we had only one last year."
The men who reported are: Spencer
Leek, Herbert Peabody, Edward
Cook, Kenneth Burr, Clarence Genge,
Arnold Lane, John Reitz, Richard
Dyer, Robert Burleigh, Edward Bar-
rows, Boyd Curtis, George Grant, Ed-
gar Harrington, Edward Bullard,
John Stahl, James Harris, Thomas
Pollock, Sidney Brody, Spencer Har-
ris, John Gorman, Dallas Edwards,
Guy Susi, Robert Dalrymple, Nathan-
iel Crowley, Parker Small, Bernard
Colpitts, George Chase, Alexander
MacKenziee, John Robie, and Em-
mons Hodgkins.
Plebe Trackmen Meet
Deering and Lewiston
While the varsity is competing at
Springfield, the Freshman track team
will meet the combined forces of Lew-
iston and Deering High Schools here
next Saturday at 1:30 p.m.
Lewiston and Deering are two of
the stronger schools in the state, and,
combined against the Maine Frosh.
will constitute a real threat.
However, the Frosh have trained
hard during the winter and should go
places. with Gilman representing them
in the hurdles and dashes, Gatcomb
in the middle-distance runs, Graham
in the jumps, and Gorman and Dodge
in the weights.
Varsity Raccuet Wielders
Play Bates Here Tuesday
Kappa were McNeil and Hamilton. The varsity tennis team opens the
Digby and Johnson were the officials, home season with a match against
Phi Eta Kappa and Phi Mu Delta Bates on next Tuesday. Various prac-
tice matches are being held at the pres-
ent time among team members to de-
termine the best playing combinations.
The results of the New England trip
show Maine to have greater strength
than anticipated. The team is balanced
right down to the sixth man. The
Bates team is still very strong this
year in spite of the loss of two of its
best players.
Practice is being held this week on
the asphalt court with the possibility of
will be shown in the Strand Theatre some play on the clay courts over the
in Orono on Thursday, May 18, Pro- „.eek_end.
fessor John F. Klein announced today.
The film, starring Eric Stroheim, Harvard Deputation Team
played in New York at the Filmarte Visits University Group
for six months and is still playing at
various other New York movie houses. A deputation team composed of four
It is being sponsored by the Faculty members from the Wesley Foundation
Committee on Foreign Films. Other at Harvard University spent the week-
such films will he presented if the stu- end with the local Wesley Foundation
dents show enough support. at the Methodist Church. The team_ 
included Winnie Williams, a nurse at
The regular meeting of the French Deaconess Hospital, Reynold Carlson,
a graduate student in economics at
Harvard, Paul Alberry, a Boston Uni-
versity theological student. and Fran-
ces Bush, a junior at Radcliffe.
Saturday evening about 65 Maine
students and faculty members enter-
tained the group at a buffet supper and
party after which a moving picture,
describing the work of the Wesley
Foundation. was shown. Miss Bush
and Carlson provided the program of
games, following which the group at-
tended a vic party at the Phi Eta Kap-
pa ht houtes .A
Sunday morning service in
the church. Mr. Alberry preached the
sermon, and other members of the team
also participated in the services. In
the evening a luncheon was given for
the team by the Wesley Foundation
Student cabinet, and a discussion held.
The team was in charge of the eve-
ning service. The group returned to
Cambridge Sunday night.
NOTICE
Will any group interested in
the Check Room for Commence-
ment Ball please communicate
their bids, or talk with Earle
Reed, Phi Kappa Sigma, before
May 2.
Positions Are Still
Uncertain; Team
Is Optimistic
By Dave Astor
Seventeen men left Wednes-
day on a four-game N. E. Con-
ference baseball trip. Maine
plays Northeastern Thursday;
Rhode Island Friday; and a
double header wiith Connecticut
Saturday. Upon returning, the
Pale Blue travel to Bates Tues-
day and then play the first home
game here Thursday, opposing
Bowdoin.
Before he left, Coach Bill Kenyon
hoped that his pastimers could eke
two victories out of their four games.
Connecticut State, defeated by Rhode
Island, 13 to 1, appears to be the
easiest team of the three to beat.
Rhode Island is said to be exceptional-
ly strong, while Northeastern is sup-
posedly a mediocre outfit.
Following his age-old custom,
Coach Kenyon refused to name his
starting lineup, but he did say he
would probably use his two best pitch-
ers, Bud Browne and Art Chick,
against Northeastern. This means
that he would have both of them avail-
able for the double-header with Con-
necticut State Saturday. It is quite
probable that the remaining pitchers,
Lefty Duby, Al Mann, and Ken Clark,
will all be used against Rhode Island.
The starting infield for at least the
Northeastern game will probably be
made up of Phil Craig, catcher; Mai-
son Goodrich, first base; Gardner
Black, second base; Dana Drew, short
stop; and Shelly Smith, third base.
Fred Johnston, Jim Talbot, and Ray
Norton are the probable starters in
the outfield, with Harv Whitten, Ken
Clark, and Doc Gerrish undoubtedly
seeing service.
Hal Anderson, peppery sophomore
catcher, finishes up the squad making
the trip.
Freshmen Open Season
Against Higgins Wed.
The Freshman baseball squad, under
the direction of Coach Harold Wood-
bury, has been practicing in the Ar-
mory during the past few weeks with
all but the outfielders in action. Prep-
arations are being made for the first
game on May 3.
Dic McNeilly, Ed Barrows, and Ed
Libby already seem to have the mak-
ings to put them in the pitcher's box,
and should go far in the coming sea-
son. The other candidates seeking
recognition for this same position in-
clude Ed Arbo, Edgar Dangler, Earl
Hodgkins, John Fink, Parker Small,
Sandy MacKenzie, Charles Taylor,
Gordon Thompson, Beverly Spencer,
and Ed Tanner.
Ike Downes, of Bangor, and Keith
Thompson are the two top-notchers,
so far, for the catching position.
Among the other contenders for this
job are Bob Holmes, Chandler Briggs,
Gordon Winters, Paul Gress, Joe Hig-
gins. and Raymond Thomas.
Nat Crowley and C. Davis can be
seen in action trying out for third
base, with Francis Schmidt and Ike
Downes out for short stop. Ed Bar-
rows is also out for first base. With
the first game in sight, a starting
team should be chosen some time this
week.Hal Woodbury, upon looking over
this year's material, remarked, "The
freshman team already makes a bet-
ter showing than last year's squad and
should be prepared to take Higgins
Institute on Maine Day."
8 Pass Army Air Corps
Physical Exams Here
Of forty-five junior and senior men
examined, eight passed the Army Air
Corps physical examinations given here
the week before last. These men will
report for training at Randolph Field,
Texas, some time during the summer
or early fall.
Those who passed were Hamilton
Dyer, Preston Howard, Leon Great,
James Dow, James Paul, Earl Carl-
son, Clifford Daigle, and Thomas Nic-
kerson.
"You Can't Take It With
You," final Maine Masque pro-
duction of this year, will have
a four-night run, ending on Sat-
urday instead of Friday as was
originally scheduled. This
change, which was announced
by Prof. Herschel Bricker, was
deemed necessary due to the
large demand for tickets.
Because of the illness of the
Editor, William W. Treat, this
issue of the "Maine Campus"
was edited by Charles Pierce.
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By Virginia Pease
Hello, Radio Fans—Well, have you
been listening? Maine Campus News
and the Campus Review are yours to
hear. Tune in your radio and remem-
ber, this daylight saving time makes
the program one hour later on Thurs-
day. That makes it 8:15 E.S.T. Sun-
day night the Campus Review will be
on as usual at 9 o'clock.
We'll try our best to bring those
three singing girls to you again this
Thursday. From all we hear, they are
one of the high spots on the program.
Dave Astor and his sports review will
be there and other Campus staff mem-
bers telling you the news.
Next Sunday evening's program will
be dedicated to Maine Day which
conies May 3. The chairmen of the
committees will tell you about Maine
Day activities and history since its
inauguration five years ago. Bette
Luce and Marthon Tolman are direct-
ing.
Those who will be interviewed on
the Maine Day activities are Thomas
Barker, chairman of the general com-
mittee; James FitzPatrick, chairman
of the morning committee, Harold
Gerrish and Elizabeth Kruse, chairmen
of the afternoon and evening commit-
tees
Last Thursday night the Maine Ra-
dio News came to you as usual. And,
we must admit, we didn't intend for
you to hear those strains of "Take Me
Out to the Ball Game" halfway through
the program. Had it come exactly two
and a half minutes later, it would have
made an appropriate overture to the
sports review. We do agree, however,
that it was not exactly a fitting ac-
companiment to a news bulletin on
"Open House."
Anyhow, amid slight interruptions,
Charles Peirce, acting editor-in-chief
during Bill Treat's illness, Joseph Ing-
ham, Eleanor Look, and Ginny Pease
tried to tell you about Campus activi-
ties.
Eight girls, having a round table on
different organizations on campus
were brought to you Sunday night on
the Maine Campus Review. Although
the program came on at 10 p.m. in-
stead of 9 p.m., because the University
went on daylight time a week early, I
know a lot of people listened. Those
taking part were Ruth Pagan and Mar-
garet Hoxie, representing the All-
Maine Women; Martha Hutchins and
Beth Trott, Neai Mathetai; Priscilla
Bickford and Rachel Kent, Panhel-
lenic Council; and Dorothy Davis and
Elizabeth Humans, Women's Forum.
So, remember, radio fans—these are
your two programs-4520 on your dial
every Thursday and Sunday evening.
PEACE PANEL
(Continued from Page One)
Advocating a strict non-intercourse
program and the liquidation as far
as possible of the United States' for-
eign investments. Dr. Lamson recom-
mended trade embargoes. the deporta-
tion of German, Italian, and Japanese
aliens, and the withdrawal of citizen-
ship privileges from those who retain
ideas of dual allegiance. and the dis-
couragement of tourists who see only
the surface achievements of dictator
countries.
"The quicker the United States
lines up with the democracies, the
more certain peace will be now and
in the long run," declared Prof.
George E. McReynolds, of the history
department, who recommended the
Pittman Peace Act. the Thomas
Amendment, moderate national de-
fense, reciprocal trade agreements, and
disarmament conferences to throw our
economic support on the side of the
democracies.
Pres. Arthur A. Hauck presided
over the discussion. Questions were
asked from the floor after the dis-
cussion.
NOTICE
The Athletic Department re-
quests that those attending the
Junior Prom Friday evening re
frain from smoking in the Gym-
nasium.
Patronize Our Advertisers
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1THiE RATTLER
By Al and Don
Poor Ruth Worcester, who is prop-
erty manager for the Masque play,
"You Can't Take It With You." Our
sympathies are all for her. She had
the burdensome job of supplying all
the properties needed for the produc-
tion. How she got all those things is
beyond us. There are hundreds of
them, ranging from snakes and Chinese
robes to a di llll er for seven and a xylo-
phone.
In one instance Ruth trouped the
county searching for the firecrackers
and skyrockets needed in Act I. Not
only those but also a jar of flies, a
Japanese flower bowl, and a printing
press were demanded and produced.
After Ruth had rounded up all the
framed pictures required for the play's
only set, every wall in Balantine was
left bare.
Incidentals included a painting and
easel, a stove lid, and a bottle of gin.
And Ruth delivered all these and
countless more. What credit she de-
serves, and we humbly give it to her.
The climax of one search came one
day last week when Ruth was demand-
ing a manuscript (to go with a type-
writer) front one of the campuses un-
recognized authors. "No," he said.
"It is my brain child. You can't take
take it with you."
We've been listening to our new
dream recording effectively arranged
and delivered by the incomparable Ar-
tie Shaw. It's a combination of colors
in the latest spring trend, Deep Purple
on one side and on the other our rave,
Pastel Blue.
The first time we heard Pastel Blue
we were delighted with it. To hear the
high-toned clarinet of Artie Shaw cut
into the somber low notes of the saxo-
phones and send them twirling while
the clarinet goes on to infinite soaring
heights is beauty indeed.
And so, temporarily at least, it's our
favorite recording. We play it at
noon when we conie in and it's the last
thing we hear before we go to bed.
We sleep on the memory of it.
* • • *
The animal switch to D.S.T. is
pretty tough on those of us who have
eight-o'clock classes. We remember
our First Hour last Monday. We had
to get up at seven to make it by eight,
only we really had to tumble out at
six because actually the class began at
even by the sun. In short. It was an
outrage, that's what it was. But by
Pi Phi Formal
Pi Beta Phi sorority held its for-
mal dance at the Tarratine Club in
Bangor Friday, April 21. Paul Mon-
aghan's orchestra played. Chaperons
were Dr. and Mrs. Rising L. Morrow
and Dr. and Mrs. Wilmarth H. Starr.
Guests were: Elizabeth Mitchell,
1.ester Smith; Eva Clark, Wilfred
Butterfield; Dorothy Day, Clyde My-
ers; Patricia Gogan, John Edmonds;
Eunice Nelson, George Ellis; Hope
Jackman, James G. Cooper, III; Dor-
othy Upcott, Raymond Valliere; Mr.
and Mrs. T. H. Grant; Irene Spruce,
Allston Keyes; Marjorie Moulton,
Charles Arbor; Mary Mosher, Clif-
ton Whitney; Natalie MacLeod,
Nforely Myers.
Virginia Moulton, John Derry;
Jeannette Lamoreau, Benjamin Ela;
Madeline Sutter, Arlo Gilpatrick;
Frances Violette, Bernard Thompson;
Mary Parkhurst, Richard Cousins;
Mary Curran. Alan Kirkpatrick; Bar-
bara Whittredge, Richard Tremaine;
Ruth I.eavitt, Kermit Cotes; Marjo-
rie French, Donald Hackett; Virginia
Jewett, Lawrence Muzroll; Rebecca
Hill, James Talbot; Eleanor Ward,
Harold Rhinelander; Charlotte White,
Robert Farris; Winona Robinson,
Walter Gay; Priscilla Hayes, James
Riley; Edith McIntyre, Kenneth Bou-
chard; Cora Bailey, Walton Grundy;
Lillian Herrick, Samuel Crowell, Ill.
Elizabeth Curtiss, Charles Hun-
ton, Margaret Gray, Maxwell Gould;
Joyce Woodward. Clement Smith;
Hazel Fero, John S. Getchell; Kath-
erine True, Melvin McKenzie; Ida
Banfad, Marthon Tolman; Alice Ann
Donovan, Frederick Newcomb; Mar-
garet Maxwell, Howard Kenney; Vir-
ginia Hill, Philip Shackleford; Mar-
garet Cheney, Angus Humphries;
Glenna Johnson, Donald Smith.
After defining several technical
terms associated with cancer, Dr.
George Wooley, of the Jackson Me-
morial Laboratory, in Bar Harbor,
told about the progress which is being
made on the study of cancer in mice,
and, to some extent, in humans, at the
last meeting of the Biology Club, last
Thursday evening, in Coburn Hall.
Using only a short introductory
talk, in which he told about the causes.
results, and prevention of human can-
cer, Dr. Wooley turned the meeting
into a forum, in which members or
visitors. numbering over 60, entered
into a discussion on the biology of
cancer.
Every state and 47 foreign coun-
now we have come to appreciate the tries are represented in the Harvard
additional hour of sunshine. We real- University student body. (AC.?.)
ize that if we ever want to make any
hay or anything. we'll be glad.
Wouldn't you?
Now that Isham Jones has been
snared for the fast-approaching Junior
Prom, we're beginning to wonder who
will provide the necessary rhythms at
Commencement Hop. Another Artie
Shaw would do nicely. Meanwhile
we've all heard the Harry Jatnes ru-
mor, haven't we? And it sounds good,
at that.
Kent and Maxwell
Elected Sorority Heads
Rachel Kent and Margaret Max-
well have been elected presidents of
Delta Delta Delta and Chi Omega so-
rorities, respectively, it was announced
this week.
Other officers are:
Chi Otnega: Mary Bates, vice presi-
dent; Beatrice Gleason, secretary;
Margaret Philbrook, treasurer.
Delta Delta Delta: Elizabeth Lib-
hey, vice president; Elizabeth Gam-
mons, secretary; Jane Holmes, trea-
surer.
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(Continued from Page One)
mistaken, is described in the script
as a dumb ex-football player. Saw-
yer isn't the dumb type. Nor is Sid-
ney Goodrich the traditional Wall
Street tycoon—if avoirdupois signifies
anything. In vandyke and pince-nez,
he suggested a French count rather
than a man who has become so en-
grossed in making millions that he
has forgotten how to live. Here
again, however, the actor is handi-
capped by the necessity of appearing
dignified in a madcap world. As for
the others—and the cast is too long
to be mentioned individually—the hon-
ors were about equally divided. After
all, the routine of ordinary life pales
in the presence of a family dedicated
to snakes, fireworks, play-writing,
and the happy indulgence of an opti-
mistic philosophy.
Excellent Comedy
When the Masque chose "You Can't
Take It With You" it might have
found itself in a position analogous
to that of a two-ring circus that comes
to town a week after Barnum-
Bailey-Ringling Brothers have left.
This Pulitzer Prize play—thanks to
Broadway, the press, and the movies—
had already beome a familiar story.
It would not have been surprising if
the comedy had seemed a little fiat
from familiarity. Instead, the Masque
production picked up laughs as easily
as though the story were brand new,
and stomped into a hilarious second-
act that was obliged, more than once,
to wait for the house to quiet down.
That's something.
Director Bricker's staging of the
play was done with its usual finish
and skill, and Joe Miller's set seemed
to me his best job this year. I'd like
to know how many cellars and attics
he and his force of helpers ransacked
Eddie Stone
.. Soloist with Isham Jones, Eddie
will be featured at the Junior Prom
tonight.
Pi Beta Phi Has Annual
Initiation and Banquet
Pi Beta Phi sorority held its annua-
al initiations banquet at the Bangor
House Saturday, April 22.
Frances Violette received a sorori-
ty ring for contributing the most to
the sorority within the past year.
The members of the banquet com-
mittee were: Katherine True, chair-
man, Janet St. Pierre, and Alice
Pierce.
to assemble the pictures, nicknacks,
and properties that made a cheerful
,nightmare of the Vanderhof living-
LOOM.
All in all. the Masque seasons closets
with a flourish. Aad that, after a
, winter devoted to experiments of one
kind or another, is something, too.
SENIOR SKULLS
(Continued from Page (Joe)
Scabbard and Blade society. He has
played on the varsity football and bas-
ketball teams.
Richard Dyer is outstanding in foot-
hall and track. A major in agricultural
economics. Dyer was also president of
his sophomore class. He is a member
of Sigma Alpha Epsilon social frater-
nity.
Harold Gerrish, a Dean's list stu-
dent, is majoring in physics. He was
a Sophomore Owl and president of the,
Students' Arts Club. Gerrish is presi-
dent of the Junior class, is a member
of the Scabbard and Blade and of the
Pale Blue Key. He has played football
and baseball and is a niember of Alpha
Tau Omeag social fraternity.
Stanley Johnson, majoring in agri-
cultural economics, is also a member of
the Pale Blue Key. He played football
and holds records in the banister throw
in track. Johnson is a member of
Kappa Sigma social fraternity.
Malcolm Roberts, treasurer of the
Junior class, is majoring in agricultur-
al economics. He has played baseball
and football. Roberts is a member of
Phi Mu Delta social fraternity.
Donald Smith, a major in agronomy,
was a Sophomore Owl and has re-
ceived two scholarships. He is a mem-
ber of Alpha Zeta, honorary agricul-
tural society, of the Pale Blue Key,
and of the intramural athletic associ-
Tau Epsilon Phi Elects
Bernard Cohen President
Bernard Cohen was recently elected
president of the Tau Epsilon Phi fra-
ternity for the coming year. Cohen
succeeds Erwin Cooper.
Other Officers elected are: Theodore
Stone, vice president; Frank Becker-
men, secretary, and David Astor,
treasurer.
The following pledges have been re-
ceived by the Interfraternity Council.
Lambda Chi Alpha: John K.
O'Donoglitte, Raymond F. Gay, Jr.,
and Samuel Dyer, Jr.
Phi Eta Kappa: John H. Reed.
ation. Smith, who is vice president of
the Junior class, has been outstanding
in track and in cross country. He is a
member of Phi Eta Kappa social fra-
ternity.
William Treat, editor-in-chief of the
Maine Campus, is majoring in gov-
ernment and economics. Last year he
won the Craton Essay contest and has
served three years on the Campus
staff. Treat is a member of the Arts
club, of the Debate club, of the Student
Senate, and of the Interfraternity
Council. He serves on the University
Radio committee and is chairman of
the Junior Prom committee. Treat is
a member of Phi Eta Kappa social fra-
ternity.
DODGE CLOTHES
SUITS
TOPCOATS 16.75
89 MAIN STREET
BANGOR, MAINE
Reversibles
TUXEDOS
OLIVIA do HAVILLAND
Tha right combination for a satisfy-
ing show is ERROL FLYNN OLIVIA
d• NAVILLAND in DODGE CITY
.) • WARNER BROS. pictvr• coming
soon to your loco/ theatre.
) Th• right combination for • molly
/ satisfying smok• is Clussosrfield's
Con't•b•-copi•d bland of this worlds
c best cigarette tobaccos.
The RIGHT COMBINATION
0.9•Vo ow Lawn • Mr.. had.* Ca
ERROL FLYNN
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SATISFIES MILLIONS
Chesterfield's Happy Combination (blend) of the
finest American and Turkish tobaccos satisfies millions
because it gives them smoking pleasure they get from
no other cigarette. Refreshing mildness, better taste
and more pleasing aroma are Chesterfield's feature
attractions with smokers everywhere.
When you try them you will know why
Chesterfields give millions of men and women
more smoking pleasure...why TI I EY SATISFY
hesterfield
of the world's best cigarette tobaccos, THEY'RE MILDER ..THEY TASTE BETTER
